Great Discounts, whilst we have the Parts
AGA OIL to Electric CONVERSION
If your AGA is well-used & well-loved and you don’t want to part with it,
we can convert your oil-fired AGA to electric in one day.
CONVERT YOUR OIL-FIRED AGA COOKER TO 13 AMP ELECTRIC





Control over the temperature in your kitchen
Enjoy lower settings in the summer
Switch the Aga off when you go on holiday

We offer 13-amp conversion for your oil-fired Aga. We will complete the conversion on-site within
the day.

You can benefit you allowing controllable warmth to your kitchen, lower heat settings for use in
the summer, switch your AGA off or turn to very low when you are away on holiday.

What are the benefits of Converting an Oil Aga to Run on 13amp Electric?
Let’s keep this simple...!





Lower fuel costs. MUCH lower in some cases especially compared to LPG and Oil.
Zero servicing costs.
That Dreaded smell of oil is eliminated, especially in eastly winds
Dramatically reduced heat loss up the chimney

That Ever -reducing service interval and increased cost is now a thing of the past
No more 6 monthly visits from the oil man!









No Chimney sweeping
Oil agas are beginning to carbon up more regular than ever with the low carbon fuel
issues
Zero infrastructure costs.
No oil tanks, lines or flues required
Lower fire risk. No flames or flammable fuels in your house
Zero carbon monoxide risk.
No combustion in your kitchen!

Easier to use.






No more soggy potatoes as the ovens cool down during the roast!
Safer Holiday Home or you’re away a lot, safer and far more controllable}
Zero fuel leak risk. No oil lines, gas pipes, valves or taps
Cheaper Insurance {especially if you have a thatched property}
Solar or Wind Power could eventually power your aga cooker.

Aga Owners Know an Aga

Cooks superbly
Looks fantastic – a stunning focal point in any home Warms your kitchen and beyond
Provides constant, gentle warmth – driving away damp chills in your home
Largely replaces small appliances such as kettles, toasters and microwaves
Airs your clothes which in turn eliminates endless tumble drying
Acts as a magnet for your family and friends
Makes sense financially
Even since 1936 aga were environmentally responsible – making agas from scrap iron,
agas have a very long life, is recyclable, and avoids the need to buy as much as £5000 of small
appliances over the life of the Aga

In a Nutshell – Its Cleaner and by far Greener
If you would like to discuss a quote ring the office 01305 262411 and maybe leave a message
or alternatively email us craig@fourniers.co.uk

